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X-29 FLIGHT TESTING

DONALD SANGL
SYSTEM DESIGNER

GRUMMAN DATA SYSTEMS CORPORATION
BETHPAGE, NEW YORK

ABSTRACT

The NASA/Grumman X-29 forward swept wing research aircraft was designed and built
at the Grumman Aerospace Corporation facility at Bethpage, New York. Flight testing of
the aircraft will be conducted at Edwards Air Force Base with Grumman and NASA pilots.
This paper explores the methods used to allow real-time flight testing with Flight Test
Analysts and Design Engineers in New York and the test aircraft in California.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in 1970, with installation of the Automated Telemetry System (ATS), and
evolving over the following several years, flight testing at Grumman has become a highly
interactive process. Aircraft and pilot safety have always been the top priority, but with the
capabilities provided by Real-Time computer processing, additional elements are available
in the decision-making process.

During aircraft test flights (especially envelope expansion flights) enough analysis of test
results are performed, in real time, to provide information about critical aircraft
characteristics. By gathering this information (i.e., answers in real time) from his
associates, the test conductor can make on-the-spot decisions as to the proper course of
action. He can proceed to the next planned test point, advance part way to the next test
point or go to an alternate set of test points. This testing philosophy has become the
accepted mode of operation at Grumman and has resulted in a very successful series of test
programs over the last several years.

With one-of-a-kind experimental aircraft one wants to be particularly concerned with
safety because loss of this aircraft would have drastic effects on the research program and
on the Grumman Corporation plans for future developments.



ATS REAL-TIME ANSWERS

Flight testing is further defined as disciplines of:  stability, propulsion, systems, etc. all of
which describe and are influenced by the characteristics of the aircraft design.

Telemetry data from the test aircraft is received by tracking antennas and sent to the ATS
by way of microwave links. Data flow (Figure 1) is through the RF section for monitoring
and distribution to tape recorders and to front-end hardware. The Pre-processor controls
PCM decommutation, provides DAC outputs, buffers data by rate, and sends computer
compatible data words to the central computer.

The central computer does various types of analyses, generates plot files and sends plot
outputs to the display system. Cross plots, time variable plots, table listings, and plots
showing the results of analysis are presented to the test analysts on CRT consoles
(Figure 2). Each facet of a discipline or combined disciplines can select plots that provide
the best answers as to what is happening with the test aircraft. Emphasis is on providing
answers (instead of data points) in real time and then giving the analysts the ability to call
supporting plots or do further analysis on other parameters from the test maneuver time
slice.

Analysis of structural damping, response mode identification, mode coupling and others
are all available to the analyst on command. Most of these analyses are done in real time
or “delayed” real time (within seconds of the event) and are part of the interactive
capability of the Grumman ATS.

X-29 REQUIREMENTS

The X-29 is an experimental aircraft with several innovations which complicate testing
because the effects of each cannot be isolated and dealt with on an individual basis. Some
of the more important interrelated innovations are:

• Forward swept wing - requires constant monitoring and analysis of the wing
structure. It is a carbon filament composite structure with greater strength at
predicted stress areas.

• Close coupled canards - requires monitoring of the canard structure and the forces
acting on them.

• Unstable aerodynamic configuration - requires constant calculations of CG location,
control surface motion and aircraft response to pilot inputs. Incremental data points
are collected to facilitate generating plots of aircraft flying qualities, etc.



• Fly-by-wire - the utilization of redundant computers to link the pilot’s controls to the
aircraft control surfaces. Requires monitoring of system functions as well as system
health.

It is obvious that with all of the new systems operating on this aircraft, real-time analysis
of aircraft performance and health is a definite requirement. With flight testing scheduled
to take place at EAFB, the problem confronted was how to have real-time answers
available to aircraft designers and test analysts in time to make critical decisions about the
flight.

DATA LINK DESCRIPTION

X-29 aircraft telemetry data consists of PCM at 500 kb/sec. Pilot’s ICS (hot mike) and
some FM channels. This data stream is received at the EAFB tracking antenna and passed
to the ground station. At the ground station data is demodulated and decommutated to
provide “quick look” (i.e., quality of maneuver) type of data records, the hot mike channel
is made available locally and the PCM portion of the stream is passed to an Earth Station
(ES) modem.

This modem modulates a transmitter in an ES beamed at a geosynchronous satellite (F-5)
positioned at 143 deg longitude. A transponder channel receives this beam and retransmits
it on an antenna that covers most of the U.S. An earth station system (with a 5 meter dish
antenna) at Calverton, New York (CT) receives this signal and through a modem,
regenerates the aircraft PCM signal.

This signal is fed to the ATS on one of the signal lines used for local telemetry flight tests.
The signal easily meets all quality requirements including signal-to-noise ratio, rise time
and bit error rate (better than 1 in 10exp7). No alterations of the normal ATS configuration
are required.

An interactive terminal with hard copy capability is at EAFB and is connected via a dial-up
line to the Calverton computers before, during, and after flight tests. This facility provides
the field personnel with immediate access to plot files and computer configurations as well
as the ability to produce hardcopy of important results within seconds.

Typically, expected results and the outputs of simulations are transferred to the field site
during the pre-test period. Summaries and trend plots are copied to the field site during the
post test period. Any limit conditions or marginal points are flagged and would become the
topic of discussions between analysts at EAFB and CTO.



VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

Communications normally consist of local intercom, hot mike, and UHF radio mixed onto
dual earphone headsets. A single headset microphone is utilized for local communications
and radio transmissions (from certain locations). Local intercom traffic consists of limited
conversation between the Test Conductor and Flight Test Analysts (generally
question/answer type comments). Hot mike is a continuously open channel that brings all
pilot comments to the ground. It is used so that in emergency conditions the pilot would
not have to key a transmitter to let the ground-based people know what was going on.
UHF radio is used for all normal air/ground communications, typically test instructions and
synopsis of results are transmitted to the pilot.

For X-29, hot mike is shipped from EAFB to CTO over a dial-up telephone line. It is then
introduced into the ATS sound system and is on each headset. The EAFB ground
personnel are connected as extensions of the ATS Intercom System (ICS) by two dial-up
telephone lines electrically connected to the ATS ICS. One line connects to the input side
and effectively handles EAFB to CTO communications, the other line is connected to the
output side and handles CTO to EAFB communications. No direct UHF radio receive or
transmit capability is available at Calverton, but the UHF radio aircraft-to-ground
communications are transferred on the EAFB CTO link.

MODES OF OPERATION

There are three phases in a normal flight test operation: pre-flight, flight and post-flight.

During the pre-flight phase, all communication paths are established, the data signal
transmission path is verified, computer files are loaded and verified for all planned and
alternate maneuvers and ramp calibrations are performed.

For X-29 testing, during this phase telephone connections are made and checked for noise
levels and distortion. A PCM data signal is transmitted over the satellite link, the signal is
preferably from the test aircraft but can also be from a simulator in an instrumentation
rack. The ATS computer configuration and files are checked by analysts via menu displays
and simulations. Ramp calibrations and control sweeps add confidence in the system
integrity and are normally performed immediately prior to engine start.

The Flight Test phase begins with the test pilot manning the aircraft. The major portion of
this phase is the actual test flight. A schedule of desired test points and objectives for the
flight have been previously discussed by the flight test analysts, pilots and test
coordinators. Alternate test points are planned for circumstances which prevent completion
of all primary test points.



As the pilot performs the first test point, data is transmitted to the telemetry receiver
system where it is simultaneously sent to the EAFB Quick Look facility and to the ATS at
Calverton, New York. Analysts at EAFB and at ATS first verify that the intended test
conditions were actually performed. Within seconds the results of computer processing is
available to the Calverton analysts. Based on these results, on developing trends, and on
safety assessments, decisions are made and coordinated with the EAFB analysts. The pilot
will be asked to go to the next primary test point, to a planned alternate test point or to a
new test point possibly part way between the last and the next planned test point. Test
control is performed by the Test Conductor at Calverton where real-time answers are
available for study. Radio communication with test aircraft is done from the EAFB site in
coordination with directions from Calverton.

Post-flight activity consists of more detailed analysis of telemetered data and overnight
shipment of the EAFB Ground Station magnetic tape to Calverton. All telemetered data
parameters (which includes PCM plus many supporting parameters on FM multiplexes) are
recorded on the Ground Station tape. The additional parameters include certain aircraft
system data and high frequency FM channels. Typically, analyses consist of refinements in
the accuracy of results, trend tracking and prediction as well as more details than were
necessary during the flight. Occasionally, in the case of unexpected results, intermediate
parameters might be further processed to get a clearer picture of the situation.

Post-flight analyses are done early the morning following a flight and because of the time
differential the results are generally ready before the aircraft is ready to fly again. The
Ground Station tape cannot be sent to Calverton via the satellite link because the ES
modem bandwidth is 500 kb/sec ± 0.01%. Most instrumentation quality tape transports
have tape speed errors several times this number.

SYSTEM TESTS

Several months before the X-29 was scheduled to fly, Grumman leased two earth stations
(at EAFB and at Calverton) and one transponder channel on satellite F-5. Tests were
conducted with simulated PCM data signals and with voice communications.

A short series of flight tests with an F-14 aircraft had previously been scheduled to take
place at EAFB. These flights were performed as planned and they also served as a dress
rehearsal of the X-29 flight test data links. The F-14 PCM rate is 307.2 kb/sec and
contains information types similar to the X-29. A converter was built to increase the PCM
rate from 307.2 kb/sec to 500 kb/sec and was installed between the EAFB ground station
and the satellite earth station. On the receiving end a similar converter decreased the bit
rate from 500 kb/sec to 307.2 kb/sec. This unit was installed at the output of the Calverton 



earth station and produced a PCM signal that entered the ATS as though it were from a
local flight.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The series of F-14 test flights was performed utilizing this system with good results and
with some experience gained in the coordination of tests. No problems were encountered
with any of the data transmission links, actually the PCM data signal at Calverton had a
better signal-to-noise-ratio than from local flights (due to the narrow bandwidth modems).
The PCM bit error rate was calculated to be better than one in 10exp7.

Dial-up telephone communication channels are a little precarious, especially if they go
through a switchboard. Future consideration will be given to implementing satellite channel
voice communications to eliminate the telephone quality problems.

Coordination of flight test control was worked out with pre-flight planning and cooperation
of all parties. Although no emergency conditions developed during the F-14 flight test
series it was felt that any situation could be handled with the procedures developed.

Data answers available in real time provided a necessary insight into the developing
situation. Use of this information during test flights is felt to be necessary in any flight test
program. Post test transmittal of plots and answers to EAFB (via the interactive terminal)
provided insight for the EAFB crew and kept them current on the test status.

It is felt that the X-29 flight test program can be successfully conducted utilizing this
system. The only changes necessary (from the F-14 series) are removal of the PCM rate
converters, reprogramming the ATS to accept the X-29 PCM rate and loading of the X-29
files.



ATS FLOW
FIGURE 1



TYPICAL ATS OUTPUTS
FIGURE 2



SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
FIGURE 3


